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In July 2013 (10-14) at the World 

Heritage Site of Ironbridge and the 

birthplace of commercial iron    

production, the conference ‘Rust, 

Regeneration and Romance: Iron 

and Steel Landscapes and Cultures’ 

will welcome delegates from the 

widest range of disciplines and 

from over thirty countries to      

examine the legacies of iron and 

steel production and consumption 

and how peoples and places have 

been transformed by these metals. 

The conference will explore the 

relationships that communities, 

regions, nations share with iron 

and steel through its functional use, 

creative and artistic use and its 

symbolic use.  

The conference is a joint venture 

between the IIICH at the University 

of Birmingham, and the Ironbridge 

Gorge Museum Trust with support 

from The International Committee 

for the Conservation of Industrial 

Heritage (TICCIH).        

Continued page 2…. 

In April 2013 a major international        

conference, organized by the Ironbridge 

International Institute for Cultural        

Heritage at the University of Birmingham, 

UK, and National Taiwan University,   

Taiwan, in association with the UNESCO 

UNITWIN Network – Tourism, Culture,                  

Development will explore themes          

including the tensions and opportunities 

in the processes of valuing and protecting 

cultural heritage and, in mobilising it for 

development purposes in the wider social 

sphere. With over 200 delegates it sets out 

to explore how heritage ‘works’ in the  

context of shifting and mobile values and, 

the various ways in which tourism and 

tourists shape, embed and change the   

value of heritage in societies.  

The conference is taking place in the    

magnificent Chiang Kai-shek Memorial 

Hall located in the heart of Taipei City. 

Over the course of five days the            

conference will host delegates from over 

60 countries in a  mixture of sessions,  

panels, and study tours, providing the 

opportunity for a truly international    

exploration of some of the key issues in 

heritage and cultural tourism at the     

moment. The conference will also feature 

a special colloquium being delivered by 

the ICOMOS  International Committee on 

Cultural Tourism on “Destination       

Heritage: Does heritage shape tourism or 

does tourism shape cultural heritage?”  

Various publications from the conference 

will emerge in 2013.  

For further information please contact 

Claire Whitbread 

c.l.whitbread@bham.ac.uk  

http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/iaa/departments/ironbridge/index.aspx
http://www.ironbridge.org.uk/
http://www.ironbridge.org.uk/
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IIICH Announces 2013 Summer 

School Programme 

The Institute’s 2012 summer school was delivered to much 

acclaim and we are pleased to announce that details have now 

been finalised for the 2013 programme. Addressing themes 

around cultural heritage, tourism and cultural policy, the 

IIICH summer school provides students with an insight into 

the West Midlands’ extensive cultural offering and legacy. 

Building on the success of previous summer schools, the 2013 

programme will provide a greater focus on festivals and     

cultural tourism but will continue to work with a number of 

outstanding local cultural heritage attractions, including the 

Wedgwood Museum, the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, and 

the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust.  

Students  from National Taipei University of Education, and 

National Normal University will spend two weeks in the West 

Midlands studying aspects of cultural heritage and cultural 

tourism. The summer school will take the form of two main 

components – lectures and workshops run by University of 

Birmingham academics, and visits to local areas of interest.  

Professor Mike Robinson, Director of IIICH at the University 

of Birmingham, said: “Taiwan gives its cultural heritage     

considerable attention and is seeking to mobilise its culture to 

develop its economy through tourism. We have long standing 

expertise in such matters and are looking forward to            

exchanging ideas, sharing knowledge and showcasing the  

cultural sector of the region. As well as learning from us, we 

can also learn from them, as they bring fresh and sometimes            

challenging perspectives.” 

For more information please contact Caroline Ashton 

c.e.ashton@bham.ac.uk  

Rust, Regeneration and Romance: Iron 

and Steel Landscapes and Cultures 
continued from front page. 

Rust, Regeneration and Romance represents a          

strengthening of the longstanding relationship between the 

University and the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust 

(IGMT). The University and the IGMT have worked       

together for over thirty years and this conference presents 

an opportunity to reinforce a mutually beneficial            

relationship through exploring a topic very much at the 

heart of Ironbridge. We are pleased to have support for this 

conference from TICCIH, the International Committee for 

the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage. TICCIH works 

to promote the preservation of and research into industrial 

heritage on an international scale. Their support of Rust, 

Regeneration and Romance indicates how important an 

understanding of the impact of industrial landscapes are if 

we are to find a place for them in our future.  

For centuries iron and steel have been the fundamental      

building blocks of modernity. These metals and the      

technologies, societies and cultures surrounding them have 

revolutionised the lives of billions of people. The            

conference will explore the legacies of both production and 

consumption and how these metals have influenced all 

aspects of social life. It will question how are economies 

and societies transformed by the extraction and processing 

of iron? How does the environmental impact and legacy of 

iron and steel sites shape social and political life? How do 

governments and communities deal with both the          

expansion and decline of the iron and steel industries? 

What are the forms and formats of regeneration for iron 

and steel landscapes and communities? To what extent are 

global communities connected through iron and steel,   

economically and culturally? How have the landscapes 

and cultures of iron and steel found expression through 

various art forms? How are these landscapes managed and 

understood? 
 

For more details please contact:  

ironbridge@contacts.bham.ac.uk. 

http://ironandsteel2013.wordpress.com/ 
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New Partnership in Place 

In December 2012 the IIICH 

signed a cooperation  agreement 

with the Collaborative for      

Cultural Heritage Management 

and Policy (CHAMP) at the   

University of Illinois. Like the 

IIICH, CHAMP is a research and 

education Institute dedicated to 

the critical study of cultural       

heritage and museum practices 

on a worldwide scale. Following 

reciprocal visits, funded through 

the University of Birmingham’s                        

Trans-Atlantic Collaboration 

Fund, the two Institutes are   

embarking on a series of joint 

projects examining trans-

Atlantic dialogues on cultural 

heritage.  

 

Professor Helaine Silverman,   

Director of CHAMP and Visiting 

Research Fellow at Birmingham, 

recognises the benefits of working 

with IIICH. ‘We are delighted to 

be partnered with the Ironbridge 

International Institute at the    

University of Birmingham’ she 

says, ‘their international,           

inter-disciplinary approach to the 

study of cultural heritage is a    

perfect fit with our own and we 

have already embarked upon 

some innovative projects          

together.’ Further activity         

between the two Institutes will 

include joint conferences,         

publications and the development 

of joint modules at Master’s  level. 

The IIICH joins CHAMP to start a series of transatlantic 

dialogues   

ENCOUNTERS WITH POPULAR PASTS  

meanings and myths  at the interface be-

tween heritage and popular culture  
 

In May 2013 a joint workshop is being held 

between the Collaborative for Cultural     

Heritage Management and Policy  (CHAMP - 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 

USA), Ironbridge International Institute for 

Cultural Heritage (IIICH – University of    

Birmingham, UK), and the Institute of       

Advanced Studies (IAS – University of      

Birmingham, UK) in the KRANNERT ART 

MUSEUM on the campus of the University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  
 

It will explore the issues surrounding the 

relationship between heritage and popular 

culture. While tangible and intangible        

heritage are still authoritatively deployed as 

symbols of nation, authority and continuity, 

they are also widely and freely appropriated 

for purposes of entertainment, pleasure, and 

to mark more localized and ephemeral identities. Media of 

many kinds are central in such processes, thereby raising     

Issues of re-inscribed hegemonies of ‘old world’ and ‘new 

world’ heritage, together with the creation and expression of 

new cultural forms capable of being transformed into heritage. 

The on-going processes by which heritage is made and            

re-made are closely tied to particular interest groups, social 

trends and various forms and flows of mediation. Established, 

‘traditional’ types of heritage are being re-cast and circulated 

across cultures while emergent heritages, rooted in popular 

cultures, are cutting through long standing global relations 

and perceptions. Moreover, the media produces heritage as 

well as distributing and consuming it with performance,     

performers, stage sets and the remembered, shared moments 

of being part of an audience, all forming part of a popular and 

widely shared inheritance. 

This workshop is premised on the recognition that heritage is 

popular and popular culture is now readily transformed into 

heritage with meanings and myths which are re-shaping social 

life, political and economic realities and, are re-making 

‘tradition’. What does popular heritage look like? Who does it 

speak to? Is it active in dissolving class and cultural        

boundaries or just reproducing new ones? How do societies 

manage a heritage that is fluid, immediate and that straddles 

extremes of serious conflict and hedonistic frivolity? 

By bringing together scholars from North America and Europe 

working out of a range of disciplinary perspectives and by  

focusing upon a range of cases dealing with the heritage/

popular culture interface, we seek to explore and problematize 

how various communities are generating and encountering 

recent heritage forms. 

For more  information contact c.l.whitbread@bham.ac.uk 
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New Masters in World Heritage Studies  

The designation of World Heritage, both 

tangible and intangible, increasingly    

impacts upon a significant proportion of 

the world’s population and is now an  

essential concept for all engaged in the 

protection, development and               

management of heritage. World Heritage 

is that which has been deemed to be 

‘outstanding’ and features the most    

spectacular,   fascinating and often       

controversial, sites and practices across 

the planet. 

This unique one year programme is 

aimed at providing students with a    

deeper understanding of the concepts and 

processes surrounding cultural and      

natural World Heritage and the necessary 

skills that will allow the effective        

management of World Heritage in a    

sustainable way. The programme is 

linked to the World Heritage Site of   

Ironbridge Gorge, one the UK’s first    

designated sites. With site visits and ac-

cess to experts students can share in over 

25 years of  management experience. The 

MA World Heritage Studies draws upon             

International cases and practical           

experience to provide  an insight into the 

processes of World Heritage inscription 

and management. It will allow students to 

take an informed position in policy      

debates regarding the implications of  

designation for local and national       

identities, community well-being and 

tourism and associated development.  

2012 Annual Ironbridge Lecture 

Ironbridge Tops ‘Must 

Visit’ List 

Ironbridge Gorge is recognised as one 

of the largest independent museums 

in the world, managing 10 museums, 

and 36 listed buildings and scheduled 

monuments. This broad history and 

wide appeal was recently recognised 

when TripAdvisor reviewers named     

Ironbridge Gorge as the second most 

highly recommended UNESCO 

World Heritage Site in the world, and 

the top site in the UK. Results were 

based on over 1 million traveller  

feedback forms, collected in           

partnership with  UNESCO, and   

included all of the 962 designated 

UNESCO World Heritage Sites. 

Every year the Institute invites a world renown specialist in 

cultural heritage to deliver a lecture. The 2012 lecture was 

delivered by cultural object law specialist Professor        

Norman Palmer, who addressed some of the fascinating 

issues relating to the ‘ownership’ and lineage of heritage 

objects. Professor Palmer has not only been a practising   

barrister for a number of years but has published a number 

of works in the field of cultural objects and dispute resolution. The lecture included anecdotes from Norman’s long 

career as a barrister specialising in the mediation of disputes over cultural objects, as well as some of the key           

legislation involved. Professor Palmer was able to offer a new understanding of the value of cultural heritage and the 

threats that it faces, impressing a hundred strong audience with his in-depth knowledge and experience. He          

challenged all of us to consider whether the current network of laws are appropriate or whether a more pragmatic 

response needs to be developed to face the particular ownership issues that surround cultural objects. Insisting that it 

is for us as cultural heritage professionals to be a part of the debate, and not just to leave it to the lawyers.  

The IIICH is pleased to announce the start of a new Masters course 

from September 2013 
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The Industrial Heritage of 

Huangshi    

There are several industrial heritage 

sites in Huangshi City, including    

Tonglushan ancient copper mining 

sites, Huangshi National Mining Park 

and the Hanyeping coal and iron   

factories. The State Administration of 

Cultural Heritage has supported the 

Government of Huangshi City’s     

application for World Cultural        

heritage status for ''Huangshi         

Industrial Heritage  Area'' and the               

development of this application has 

been an on going project since October 

2011.  

However, Huangshi has to compete 

with four other domestic candidates 

(Yunnan Hani terraced fields, the   

Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal, the 

Silk Road, and the Ancient Tea Horse 

Road) to be chosen by China for   

nomination as the next World         

Heritage Sites application.  

The development of the site for World 

Heritage Status includes conversion of 

the former pit on the eastern side of 

the Daye Iron Mine, which was in  

operation from the 1890s until 2000, 

into Huangshi National Mining Park, 

where visitors can see a variety of 

mining equipment from the past and 

present, some of it still operational. 

And it is hoped that World Heritage 

Status will allow such developments 

to continued to ensure that the site is 

not only preserved but can continue to 

educate people about their industrial 

heritage.  

Late in 2012 a delegation from the Chinese city of Huangshi visited Ironbridge to 

explore the sites and to gain an understanding of the how the management of the 

Ironbridge site might inspire their own industrial heritage. Huangshi has a number 

of sites of industrial heritage, for which preparation is underway for national      

nomination as a  potential  World Heritage Site.  

The delegation included the Mayor of Huangshi, Mr. Yang Xiaobo, the Director of 

the finance division for the State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Mr Ge Mingjia, 

the Deputy Chief Engineer for the Chinese Academy of Cultural Heritage, Mr. Shen 

Yang , the Deputy Director of Hubei Provincial Administration of Cultural Heritage, 

Mr. Li Chaobin, the Director of the Huangshi Municipal Bureau of Culture, Mr Cao 

Shuying, and the Director of Huangshi Municipal Administration of Cultural        

Heritage, Mr. Guan Dongping . These gentlemen spent the day touring the different 

parts of the Ironbridge site to see how such a large site is managed and the different 

revenue raising aspects that have been incorporated in order to  maintain the site. In 

the afternoon the delegation then received a talk from Steve Miller, CEO of the    

Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust, and  Mike Robinson, Chair of the IIICH. There was 

also a presentation  ceremony between the Mayors of Huangshi and Telford &    

Wrekin in order to celebrate the sharing of knowledge   between the two regions.  

It is hoped that those involved in the Huangshi sites are successful in gaining    

recognition of the significance of their multi-asset site for the heritage of the world.  

Huangshi Delegates Take Inspiration from 

Ironbridge 

The Ironbridge International Institute for Cultural Heritage will welcome its first Fulbright 

Scholar in 2014. Dr Paul Kapp, Associate Professor from the School of Architecture at the University of Illinois Urbana-

Champaign (UIUC), will join us in January and will be working on the themes and shifting contexts surrounding the           

utilisation of heritage sites in wider regeneration projects, focusing upon the post-industrial landscapes of the likes of          

Birmingham and Sheffield. Paul’s award will further cement the rapidly evolving collaboration between the University of   

Birmingham and the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. In August, the Ironbridge Institute, along with the           

Shakespeare Institute, will be hosting a visit as part of the Fulbright University Administrator Summer School. 

IIICH Welcomes First          

Fullbright Scholar  
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Dr John Carmen  is a senior lecturer at the Ironbridge International Institute for Cultural 

Heritage. John has carried out much work in the field of conflict archaeology and his 

new book introduces some of the issues surrounding it to a new audience.  

Archaeologies of Conflict 

John Carman (University of Birmingham) 

The development of key methodologies for the study of battlefields in the USA in the 

1980s inspired a generation of British and European archaeologists to turn their        

attention to sites in their own countries. The end of the Cold War and key anniversaries 

of the World Wars inspired others, especially in the UK, to examine the material legacy 

of those conflicts before they disappeared. By 2000 the study of war was again firmly on 

the archaeological agenda.  

This well-referenced overview of the current state of Conflict Archaeology offers         

students a useful introduction to the field and practitioners a critique that points the way 

towards fuller integration and a capacity to make a significant contributions to  other 

fields of enquiry. The emerging specialist field of Conflict Archaeology is divided into 

closed communities of pre-historians, historical archaeologists and archaeologists of the 

contemporary past who do not interact to any large extent. In response, this book       

encourages proponents and practitioners of Conflict Archaeology in all periods to       

consider what it is for and how to develop it in the future as a unified field. While    

praising its achievements so far, the book also sets out an agenda for the development of 

Conflict Archaeology as a truly international field that can contribute to  contemporary 

debates on violence and war, and as a field that has something to say about the nature of 

human violence to those in other relevant fields – including anthropology, military    

history and sociology, strategic studies, and heritage. 

Published by Duckworth Debates in Archaeology (2013) 

New Publications 

 

Michael Hughes:  A Photographer 

Getting to the Heart of Heritage and   

Tourism  

The IIICH is pleased to be able to work with Michael 

Hughes, a professional freelance photographer whose 

work has been featured in international publications, such 

as National Geographic, as well as numerous exhibitions. 

Michael’s images open up important debates at the        

intersections of heritage, tourism and social life. His work 

offers a commentary on, and a challenge to, the way we 

see the world and how we generate meaning from it. 

His  noted project on ‘Souvenirs’ exemplifies this and goes 

beyond any cynical view of consumerism to offer reflection 

on how we experience the visual and how play with notions of the authentic. In this project Michael’s work challenges us to 

face the implications of global tourism and its impact on the ways we interact with our, and others’, heritage. But his work is 

extensive and reaches across cultures and social boundaries and is worthy of further research. 

Michael has generously allowed the IIICH to use his photographs as we feel they capture many of the themes that we deal 

with through our research and postgraduate education programmes. We invite you to seek out Michael’s work visit via his 

website and look forward to working with him in the coming years: http://www.hughes-photography.eu/   

http://www.hughes-photography.eu/
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About the IIICH  
Ironbridge International Institute for Cultural Heritage (IIICH) is a focal point for cross-disciplinary research, postgraduate 

teaching and policy engagement based at the University of Birmingham with offices at Ironbridge Gorge; a World Heritage Site 

in Shropshire, UK.  

We understand cultural heritage not only as material culture, tangibly present in formalised and structured environments such 

as museums, galleries and landscapes, but also in intangible ways as in rituals, performances, stories and memories.  

We seek to better understand the various and complex processes by which heritage is produced and consumed, how it is     

managed and interpreted and how it is mediated and received, from the local to the level of ‘world’ heritage. Through an     

international network of researchers and practitioners, our postgraduate programmes and through our conferences, workshops 

and lectures, the IIICH is committed to advancing understanding of cultural heritage and the multiple and dynamic               

relationships it shares with societies and communities, economies and spaces.  

For more information please visit www.heritageculture.com  

In January 2013, Dr Roger White, senior lecturer for 

the IIICH, attended the Seventh World                   

Archaeological Congress in Jordan. The World     

Archaeological Congress is held every four years 

and provides an opportunity for an open dialogue 

amongst archaeologists and scholars from across the 

world, encouraging international interaction. It 

attracts a truly international audience and this year 

over 800 delegates were in attendance. 

The IIICH presence at the Congress was        

strengthened by the delivery of a session, in         

conjunction with a UCL PhD student and              

representatives from the Institute for Archaeologists, 

on “Economic Development: Community              

Engagement and Grassroots Movements”. This    

consisted of two full sessions, with a total of 16 papers, and a plenary discussion, which resulted in a development plan to take  

forward to WAC 8 in 2017. The plan sets out the intention to develop a network for professionals interested in economic       

development projects, an internet portal for sharing case studies and resources, and the development of educational resources 

to help better advocate for the important role that archaeology can play in economic development.  

Alongside these exciting developments, the Congress provided a great opportunity for the IIICH to advertise its new MA in 

World Heritage Studies and to identify opportunities for collaboration. It is hoped that an ICOMOS workshop on historical  

vernacular buildings will be developed in partnership with John H Jameson, of the National Park Service, and that Springer’s 

new book series on Archaeological Heritage Management will include an examination of the development of Ironbridge as a 

World Heritage Site.  

  

For further details please contact: Dr Roger White r.h.white@bham.ac.uk  

World Archaeological Congress  
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Contact Us 

If you are engaged in research with regard to cultural heritage or are involved in exciting projects with 

the cultural heritage sector we would be pleased to hear about your work. If you would like to know 

more about our work or to join our mailing list then please contact: 

 

Professor Mike Robinson  

Chair of Cultural Heritage 

Ironbridge International Institute for Cultural Heritage  

Arts Building 

University of Birmingham 

Edgbaston 

Birmingham 

B15 2TT 

UK 

 

Tel +44 (0) 121 414 8621 

E-mail: c.l.whitbread@bham.ac.uk 


